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E.~~tr 
Dear Colleagues, 

(I w-n<k ~ ~ ~ ~~ ab ~ ~1~~ ff~clJ fawb),S;}aJ ~ Lh~tJs ~ w~ ~ 
E. L.B., Jr . 's letter says I th:i!nk what we'd all say . Y)'va~ ~l>}

tu~ 0~·H!l) ·~' 
• • (~~ 1~~ A new Bronze- Age Journal could do many useful things; o:i the ~~~la 

~ ,1fv.., ecll~ 
other h nd, with Minos apparently revived, and thus const.:.tuting ~ 

virtual y a new journal in the field, an additiona new jo rnal 

is no a crying need . I have had experience as fo nder of 

Archaeologv and re - founder of Greek, Roman, and Byzantine 

Studies; helped revise the format of the American Journal 

of Archaeologv, and to launch the American esearc ~ Center 

in Egypt , which now has its own new journa . There are quite 

a number of other new publications. The Cincinnati lectur s 

are in book form . The California series is reorganized . 

With results I can't predict, but s'ome prospects are 

admirable , Harvard will iss e monographs on quite a s cale 

(at least six are accepted an wi 1 soon be printe ), in 

addition to the new series by the Center for Hellenic Studies . 

In I:urope there are many new journals. 

Having all this in mind, I should say nevertheless 



t at another new jo rnal, confined or not to the Bronze Age , 

mig'.tl.t be welcome. Experience makes on th:nk that if he cope 

is wi ~e enough, there will be no dearth of material. Archaeology 

was founded on the bold hypo~hesis that there would be mater:a 

enough, and invariably there has been. GRBS now has more 

than it can handle, and its Monograph Series and Aids Series 

are bogge . Festschriften continue, many of them large; the 

Index that goes through 1954 i sold o t a there are so 

many new Festschriften that the Press wants a Supplement, 

w.ich has been begun . 

On the other hand, the only sphere for a new journal 

~ can think of that would be fairly precise would be Bronze-Age 

archaeo_o~v largely exclusive of written matter . There is a 

good dea of material for articles, as noted above . Long 

reviews (E . L . B. , Jr . ) shoul be a feature . Instant news not . 

On the other hand, there is something to be said, and 

I think it may be persuasive, in f vor of having a limited 

number of strong, inclusive, journals rather than a flock 

of smal special ones . No one is more interested than I am 

in the progress of Homeric studies; but I am not sure a 

journal solely devoted to such studies can be regularly an 

uniformly impressive . Like the Keats -She lley Journal, such 

a j ourn tl is apt to seem to have to take in second- rate stuff 



writte3 by a small circle for a small circle. So it was 
t: .. 

probably natural that a journa: for Homeric studies alone, 

foanded some years ago, lasted only a few years and came to 

an end. Better so. Minos in its first phase may or may 

not be another instance: we all hooe it will not happen again . 

This being so, I myself, if able to do it (and if 

unable to promote directly defin.tive publications of excavated 

materi ls), should cc<lsider giving massive support ro so~e 

go·ng journal of inclusive scope.. T'':le one that needs 

strengthening is Greek, Roman, and Bvzantine Studies . The 

reg -ar journal (GRBS)now makes both ends meet, but its numbers 

are thin . Its Monographs have to be individually financed, 

and so also its Scholarly Aids. -t needs person~el as well 

as funds -- but the two go togeth r. On the other hand, 

GRBS is far the most rapid in publishing articles : practically 

a 1 ot ers take at least a year, and our American ones a 

r:a .. ·e - alas - two years. GRBS publishes articles in six 

months. It has shown enterprise in other ways also, with 

great f exibi ity in its Monographs, and Scholarly Aids not 

duplicated anywhere . 

When the letters arrived from Madison, I was finishing 

a bibliographical note on Nestor, one purpose of which was 



to felic:tate that journal. The Editor of the AJA seems 
"; .. 

to want such a note to appear when page 600 of Nestor appears . 

Nestor, I should say, is a must. Nestor must go on, just as 

it is. 

Archaeologv is not a fair analogy, but the amount 

given by Mr . and Mrs. W. T. Semple) to found it was $12,000 . 

~hat was some years ago . It soon became self- supporting, then 

after a while profitable, but its scope was of c ourse wide 

a d its appea npopular~' Unless a ubstantial sum is availab e , 

any new journal will have a strugg ... e over its first half- dozen 

years . 

~t does seem to me that if any existing journal is 

re - founded with significant new funds, or if a new journal 

is founded, the generosity of the donor shou d be matched 

by generous, continued a cknow_edgment. 

That's my nickel's worth, at this early, exp lorative 

stage . We do indeed live in happy days, when such ·nterest 

:s fort corning and yet greater benefits may be in prospect . 

This brings greetings to all. 

cc . : E.L. Bennett, Jr. 
J.L. Caskey 
J.W. ~rah.am 
S. A. Irn:nerwahr 
M. L. Lang 

L. Pomerance 
E.T. Vermeule 

Sincerely yours, 

~'lvli1 
Sterling Dow 
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